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Abstract— Hyperspectral image (HSI) sharpening, which
aims at fusing an observable low spatial resolution (LR)
HSI (LR-HSI) with a high spatial resolution (HR) multispectral
image (HR-MSI) of the same scene to acquire an HR-HSI,
has recently attracted much attention. Most of the recent HSI
sharpening approaches are based on image priors modeling,
which are usually sensitive to the parameters selection and time-
consuming. This paper presents a deep HSI sharpening method
(named DHSIS) for the fusion of an LR-HSI with an HR-MSI,
which directly learns the image priors via deep convolutional
neural network-based residual learning. The DHSIS method
incorporates the learned deep priors into the LR-HSI and
HR-MSI fusion framework. Specifically, we first initialize the
HR-HSI from the fusion framework via solving a Sylvester
equation. Then, we map the initialized HR-HSI to the reference
HR-HSI via deep residual learning to learn the image priors.
Finally, the learned image priors are returned to the fusion
framework to reconstruct the final HR-HSI. Experimental results
demonstrate the superiority of the DHSIS approach over existing
state-of-the-art HSI sharpening approaches in terms of recon-
struction accuracy and running time.

Index Terms— Deep convolutional neural network (CNN),
fusion, hyperspectral imaging, residual learning, super-resolution.

I. INTRODUCTION

HYPERSPECTRAL imaging is a promising imaging
modality, which can simultaneously acquire images of

the same scene across a number of different wavelengths [1].
Rich spectral characteristics existed in hyperspectral images
(HSIs) with hundreds of spectral bands have been demon-
strated to improve the performance of many remote sens-
ing [2]–[7] and computer vision [8], [9] applications. Most
of the potentials of the HSIs are linked with their high spatial
resolution (HR), which enables a precise identification of the
materials in the scene under analysis. Due to the limitations
of existing imaging sensors, there is the tradeoff between
the spatial resolution and the spectral resolution. In specific,
HSIs with high spectral resolution can only be acquired
with low spatial resolution (LR) by hyperspectral imaging
sensors, to ensure a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [10].
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Fig. 1. HSI sharpening: fuse an LR-HSI with an HR-MSI of the same scene
to reconstruct an HR-HSI.

Compared with hyperspectral imaging sensors, the existing
multispectral imaging sensors can capture a multispectral
image (MSI) with lower spectral resolution but much higher
spatial resolution [10]. Therefore, to acquire an HR-HSI,
an LR-HSI is often fused with an HR-MSI of the same scene,
as shown in Fig. 1. This procedure is called as HSI sharpen-
ing or HSI super-resolution. There is an increasing demand
for HSI sharpening due to their use in many applications,
such as change detection [11], anomaly detection [12], and
objection classification [13]. For example, experiments in [12]
demonstrate that anomaly detection on the fused HR-HSI can,
indeed, improve the detection accuracy.

Image priors has an important effect on the image process-
ing problems [14]. Most of the recent HSI sharpening methods
are based on image priors modeling [10], which formulate the
fusion problem as the optimization problem constrained by
various HSI priors. Although image prior’s modeling-based
HSI sharpening methods have produced the state-of-the-art
performance, they still have drawbacks. On one hand, different
kinds of priors may be appropriate for different kinds of HSIs,
and thus, it may be hard to choose what kinds of priors to use
for different HSIs. On the other hand, the related optimization
may be complex to solve and sensitive to the parameters
selections, which may need parallel computing [15], [16]
to speed up. In recent years, neural networks have been
successfully applied in many automatic control [17]–[20] and
computer vision tasks [21]–[25]. Especially, convolutional
neural network (CNN) with deep architecture is very effective
to exploit image characteristics [23], [26]–[29].

In this paper, we propose a deep HSI sharpening (DHSIS)
method for the fusion of an LR-HSI and an HR-MSI of the
same scene. Different from the HSI priors modeling-based
HSI sharpening methods, we directly use the priors leaned
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by CNN-based residual learning, which can better model
the priors of HR-HSIs. The proposed DHSIS incorporates
the priors learned by deep CNN-based residual learning into
the fusion framework. The incorporation is reflected in two
aspects. On one hand, we first initialize the HR-HSI from the
known LR-HSI and HR-HSI by solving a Sylvester equation.
Then, to learn the priors of HR-HSI, we utilize the initialized
HR-HSI as the input of the CNN to map the residuals between
reference HR-HSI and initialized HR-HSI. This initialization
can fully utilize the constraints of the fusion framework, thus
improving the quality of the input data. Besides, the residual
learning can not only speed up the training but also boost the
leaning performance. On the other hand, the learned priors of
HR-HSI are returned to the fusion framework to reconstruct
the final estimated HR-HSI, which can further improve the
performance.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, we give the review of the HSI sharpening
methods. Section III formulates the problem of the HSI sharp-
ening. The proposed DHSIS approach for HSI sharpening is
introduced in Section IV. In Section V, experimental results on
two public HSI databases and the corresponding discussions
are presented. Conclusions and future research directions are
given in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORKS

To acquire an HR-HSI, one class of methods combine an
LR MSI with an HR panchromatic (PAN) image (gray image),
which is called as the pan sharpening [30]. Pan-sharpening
methods mainly include component substitution methods [31],
variational methods [32], [33], and deep learning-based meth-
ods [34], and so on. Since a single-band PAN image has
little spectral resolution, the reconstructed HR-HSIs by these
approaches usually contain considerable spectral distortions.

Recently, HSI sharpening, which fuses an LR-HSI with an
HR-MSI to acquire an HR-HSI, has been actively investigated.
HSI sharpening algorithms can be roughly categorized into two
types: matrix factorization-based methods [1], [35]–[41] and
tensor factorization methods [42].

Matrix factorization-based HSI sharpening methods assume
that the HR-HSI contains a small number of pure spec-
tral signatures [43], and thus, the HR-HSI can be approxi-
mated by the spectral basis multiplication by the coefficients.
Kawakami et al. [35] propose to learn the spectral basis
from the LR-HSI with a sparse prior and then conduct
sparse coding on the HR-MSI to estimate the coefficients.
Furthermore, methods proposed in [36]–[38] use the priors of
spectral unmixing to regularize the fusion problem. Instead of
estimating spectral basis in advance and keeping it fixed, these
methods alternately update spectral basis and coefficients with
nonnegative and sum-to-one constraints, which yield a more
accurate reconstruction. To better use the prior information of
the HR-HSI, approaches proposed in [1], [39], and [40] also
take the spatial structures of the HR-HSI into consideration to
regularize the fusion problem. For example, Akhtar et al. [39]
acquire coefficients with the simultaneous greedy pursuit
algorithm for each local patch, which exploits the prior that

nearby pixels are much similar to each other. Furthermore,
Dong et al. [1] propose a nonnegative dictionary-learning
algorithm to learn the spectral basis and utilize the structured
sparse coding approach to estimate the coefficients. They fully
exploit the nonlocal spatial similarities of the HR-HSI, thus
achieving the good fusion results.

Another class of HSI sharpening methods are based on
tensor factorization. Dian et al. [42] first propose a nonlocal
sparse tensor factorization (NLSTF) for the fusion of an
LR-HSI with an HR-MSI of the same scene. Different from
the matrix factorization-based methods, they consider an
HR-HSI as a 3-D tensor. Based on the Tucker decomposi-
tion [44], the HR-HSI is approximated by the core tensor
multiplying by dictionaries of three modes. To exploit the
nonlocal spatial similarities, they first cluster the similar cubes
of HR-MSI together. Then, dictionaries of three modes are
learned for each group, respectively. Finally, to better model
the spatial–spectral correlations of the HSIs, they estimate the
core tensor for each HR-HSI cube with a sparse prior on the
leaned dictionaries.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this paper, the HR-HSI, the LR-HSI, and the HR-MSI
are denoted as the matrices. The first dimension of the matrix
stands for the number of spectral bands, and the second
dimension of the matrix denotes the number of pixels. The
desired HR-HSI is denoted by X ∈ R

S×N , where S is the
number of spectral bands and N is the number of pixels.
Y ∈ R

S×n represents the acquired LR-HSI, where n = N/d
is the number of pixels in LR-HSI and d is the decimation
factor. With respect to X, Y has the same number of spectral
bands S and is spatially downsampled. Z ∈ R

s×N represents
the HR-MSI of the same scene, where s represents the number
of spectral bands. With respect to X, Z has the same number
of pixels N and is the spectrally downsampled, i.e., S > s.

The LR-HSI is the spatially downsampled version of X, i.e.,

Y = XBS (1)

where B ∈ R
N×N represents a convolution between the

point spread function of the sensor and the HR-HSI bands
(represented by the rows of X). The blur matrix B is a
block circulant matrix with circulant blocks, which can be
decomposed as

B = FDFH (2)

where the matrix F is the discrete-Fourier transform matrix,
and its conjugate transpose FH stands for the inverse fast
Fourier transform operation. The matrix D is a diagonal
matrix, which has eigenvalues of B. S ∈ R

N×n is the
downsampling matrix, whose columns are a subset of the
identity matrix, thus selecting a subset of the rows of XB.
This assumption has been widely used in the HSI sharpening
literatures [1], [26], [40], [45].

The HR-MSI Z is the spectrally downsampled version of X,
i.e.,

Z = RX (3)
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Fig. 2. Scheme of the proposed DHSIS method.

where R ∈ R
s×S is the spectral response matrix of the

multispectral imaging sensor, whose rows contain the spectral
response of the multispectral sensor. The HR-MSI is often an
RGB image.

IV. PROPOSED DHSIS APPROACH

The proposed DHSIS approach incorporates the priors
learned by deep CNN-based residual learning into the fusion
framework. In specific, the DHSIS method mainly includes
three steps: initialize the HR-HSI from the fusion framework,
learn the priors of the HR-HSI via deep CNN-based resid-
ual learning, and return the learned priors into the fusion
framework, as shown in Fig. 2. More details of each step are
described in the following contents.

A. Initialize the HR-HSI From the Fusion Framework

In the above-mentioned formulation, the goal is to esti-
mate the HR-HSI X from Y and Z. Based on the imaging
models (1) and (3), the fusion problem can be written as

min
X

�Y − XBS�2
F + �Z − RX�2

F (4)

where � · �F denotes the Frobenius norm. Due to the down-
samping operations R and S, the optimization with respect to
X is highly ill-posed and thus has no unique solution. There-
fore, we need to use some prior information of the unknown
HR-HSI to regularize it and improve the conditioning of the
problem. Various priors have been already exploited to regu-
larize the fusion problem, such as low-rank priors [46], sparse
priors [35], [41], [42], priors of spectral unmixing [36]–[38],
nonlocal spatial similarities [1], and spatial smoothness [40].
For images of different characteristics, we may need to choose
different priors for the purpose of good performance. Besides,
combining several kinds of priors may achieve better per-
formance, but it makes the model more complex to solve
and parameters hard to choose. Deep CNN is very effective
to exploit image characteristics, which has been shown the
state-of-the-art performance in several image reconstruction
problems [24], [26], [47]. Therefore, we intend to use deep

CNN to learn the priors of the HR-HSI. However, there are
two inputs, i.e., LR-HSI and HR-MSI, and both of them are
of different sizes from the HR-HSI; thus, it is hard to map
the two inputs to the HR-HSI directly. To solve this problem,
we initialize the HR-HSI Xin from the LR-HSI and the
HR-MSI as the input of the CNN. Based on the optimization
model (4), we estimate the HR-HSI by solving the following
optimization problem:
min
Xin

�Y − XinBS�2
F + �Z − RXin�2

F + η1�Xin − Yup�2
F (5)

where Yup ∈ R
S×N represents the upsampled LR-HSI pro-

duced by the bicubic interpolation algorithm and η1 is the
regularization parameter. In order to minimize (5), we force the
derivative of (5) for Xin to be zero, thus creating the following
Sylvester equation:

H1Xin + XinH2 = H3 (6)

where

H1 = RT R + η1IS

H2 = (BS)(BS)T

H3 = RT Z + Y(BS)T + η1Yup (7)

where IS ∈ R
S×S is the identity matrix.

If and only if an arbitrary sum of the eigenvalues of H1 and
H2 is not equal to zero, the solution of Sylvester equation (7)
has unique solution [48]. H1 is the positive matrix, and thus,
its eigenvalues are positive values. H2 is the semipositive
matrix, and thus, its eigenvalues are positive values or zeros.
Therefore, an arbitrary sum of the eigenvalues of H1 and H2 is
greater than zero, and the solution of the Sylvester equation is
unique. Equation (6) can be solved analytically and efficiently
by exploiting the properties of B and S, which does not
need the iteration for Xin. The approach for solving (6) is
summarized in Algorithm 1 and demonstrated in [45].

In Algorithm 1, the blur matrix B is decomposed as shown
in (2). In the decomposition, the matrix D ∈ C

N×N is a
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Algorithm 1 Closed-Form Solution of (5) With Respect
to Xin

Input: Y, Z, R, B, S, Yup, η1
Output: Xin
Initialization:

H1 = RT R + η1IS

H2 = (BS)(BS)T

H3 = RT Z + Y(BS)T + η1Yup
(a) Eigen-decomposition of B:

B = FDFH

(b) D̃ = D(1d ⊗ 1n)
(c) Eigen-decomposition of H1:

H1 = Q�Q−1

(d) H̃3 = Q−1H3F
(e) Calculate auxiliary matrix X̃in row by row

For l = 1 to S do

x̃l = λ−1
l (H̃3)l − λ−1

l (H̃3)lD̃(λl dIn +
d�

t=1
D2

t )D̃
H

End
(f) Set Xin = QX̃inFH

diagonal matrix, which can be represented as

D =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

D1 0 · · · 0
0 D2 · · · 0
...

. . .
...

0 0 · · · Dd

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(8)

where Di ∈ C
n×n . � is the diagonal matrix and has eigenval-

ues of the matrix H1, which can be written as

� =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

λ1 0 · · · 0
0 λ2 · · · 0
...

. . .
...

0 0 · · · λS .

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(9)

The matrix Q contains eigenvectors of the matrix H1 in its
columns. x̃l represents lth row of X̃in = Q−1XinF, that is,
X̃in = [x̃T

1 , x̃T
2 , ·, x̃T

S ]T

B. Learn the HR-HSI Priors via CNN-Based Residual
Learning

Once the initialized HR-HSI Xin is acquired, we can learn
the priors of the HR-HSI via deep CNN-based residual
learning. Next, we mainly introduce the input-output, and
architecture of the utilized CNN.

1) Input and Output of the CNN: In the training process,
instead of directly mapping the LR-HSI and the HR-HSI to the
HR-HSI, we use the initialized HR-HSI Xin as the input of the
CNN, which has two advantages. First, the initialized HR-HSI
Xin can be the same size of the output, which is convenient
for mapping the residual. Furthermore, we incorporate the two
constraints resulting from the imaging models in the process
of initializing Xin, which can help the reconstruction.

Instead of using the reference HR-HSI as the output of
CNN, we map Xin to the residual HSI Xres, which is the

residuals between the reference HR-HSI and the initialized
HR-HSI, defined as

Xres = X − Xin. (10)

The residual learning can greatly benefit the CNN, as it can
not only speed up the training but also boost the leaning per-
formance, which has shown the state-of-the-art performance
in image classification [49] and image denoising [24].

2) Architecture of the CNN: We adopt a general CNN
architecture. Specifically, the CNN has 16 blocks, which
consists of the following three types.

1) Conv+ReLU: In the first block, we use 64 filters of size
3×3×S to produce 64 feature maps, where S represents
the number of spectral bands.

2) Conv+BN+ReLU: For blocks 2∼15, we use 64 filters
of size 3 × 3 × 64.

3) Conv: For the last block, S filters of size 3 × 3 × 64
are exploited to produce the output. In the CNN, batch
normalization (BN) [50] is used to accelerate the training
process, and rectified linear units (ReLU) [51] are used
as activation function.

C. Return the Learned Priors Into the Fusion Framework

In the testing process, we input the initialized testing HR-
HSI Xin into the well-trained CNN, thus acquiring the output
residual HSI X̃res. Therefore, we can obtain the HR-HSI Xcnn
estimated by CNN via the following equation:

Xcnn = Xin + X̃res. (11)

Instead of using the HR-HSI estimated via CNN as the final
estimation result, Xcnn can be returned to the optimization
model (5) to further improve the performance. In this way,
the final estimated HR-HSI Xfin can be obtained by solving
the following optimization problem:
min
Xfin

�Y − XfinBS�2
F + �Z − RXfin�2

F + η2�Xfin − Xcnn�2
F

(12)

where η2 > 0 is the regularization parameter. The prob-
lem (12) is similar to (5) and thus can be solved by solving a
Sylvester equation, as demonstrated in Algorithm 1.

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Database

In this section, experiments are conducted on two public
databases, i.e., Columbia computer vision laboratory (CAVE)
database [52]1 and Harvard database [53],2 to evaluate the
effectiveness of the proposed DHSIS method. The CAVE
database [52] consists of 32 indoor HSIs captured by the
generalized assorted pixel camera with high quality. The HSIs
have 31 spectral bands, and each band has a size of 512×512.
The images of the scenes are acquired at a wavelength interval
10 nm in the range of 400–700 nm. The Harvard database [53]
includes 50 HSIs of both indoor and outdoor scenes featuring

1http://www.cs.columbia.edu/CAVE/databases/multispectral/.
2http://vision.seas.harvard.edu/hyperspec/.
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Fig. 3. RGB images from the ground-based databases. The first row: images from the CAVE database [52]. The second row: images from the Harvard
database [53]. (a) Lemons. (b) Pompoms. (c) Cloth. (d) Sponges. (e) Feathers. (f) Flowers. (g) CD. (h) Tomatoes. (i) Img 1. (j) Img a2. (k) Img b1.
(l) Img b4. (m) Img b5. (n) Img c4. (o) Img d8. (p) Img e6.

a diversity of objects, materials, and scale under daylight
illumination. Each HSI has a spatial resolution of 1392×1040
and 31 spectral bands. The HSIs of the scenes are acquired
at a wavelength interval 10 nm in the range of 420–720 nm.
Both of CAVE database and Harvard database are widely used
in HSI sharpening literatures [1], [37], [39], [42], [54]–[56].
Fig. 3 shows some RGB images form the CAVE database and
the Harvard database.

The HSIs from two databases are used as ground truths.
The LR-HSI is generated by applying an 8 × 8 Gaussian
filter (with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 2) and
then by downsampling every 8 pixels in both the vertical and
horizontal directions for each band of the reference image,
i.e., the decimation factor is 8×8. The HR-MSI (RGB image)
Z of the same scene is stimulated by downsampling X with
the spectral model. The spectral downsampling matrix R is
derived from the response of a Nikon D700 camera.3 The
first 20 (about 60%) HSIs of the CAVE database are used for
training, and the last 12 HSIs are used for testing. For the
Harvard database, the first 30 (about 60%) HSIs are used for
training, and the last 20 HSIs are used for testing. Both of Xin
and Xres are partitioned into several 32 × 32 patches in the
training process.

B. Compared Methods

We have compared the proposed DHSIS method with three
recent state-of-the-art HSI sharpening methods: the coupled
spectral unmixing (CSU) [37], the nonnegative-structured
sparse representation (NSSR) [1], and NLSTF method [42].
The CSU and NSSR are based on matrix factorization, and
the NLSTF is based on tensor factorization.

C. Quantitative Metrics

To evaluate the quality of the reconstructed HSIs, four
indexes are used in this paper.

The first index is the peak SNR (PSNR). The PSNR for

3https://www.maxmax.com/spectral_response.htm.

HSI is defined as the average PSNR of all bands, e.g.,

PSNR(X,	X) = 1

S

S


j=1

PSNR(Xi , 	Xi ) (13)

where Xi and 	Xi denote the i th band images of ground truth
X ∈ R

S×N and estimated HR-HSI 	X ∈ R
S×N , respectively.

The PSNR measures the similarities between the fused image
and the reference image. The higher the PSNR, the better the
fusion quality.

The second index is the spectral angle mapper (SAM) [57],
which is defined as the angle between the estimated pixel 	x j

and the ground-truth pixel x j , averaged over the whole spatial
domain, i.e.,

SAM(X,	X) = 1

N

N


j=1

arcos
	xT

j x j

�	x j�2�x j�2
. (14)

The SAM is given in degrees. It is an indicator of the spectral
quality of the estimated image. The smaller SAM, the less
spectral distortion.

The third index is the structural similarity index (SSIM)
[58], averaged over all bands of X and 	X, i.e.,

SSIM(X,	X) = 1

S

S


i=1

SSIM(	Xi , Xi ) (15)

where SSIM(Xi ,	Xi ) is the SSIM computed between the
clean band Xi and the estimated band 	Xi . The SSIM is an
indicator of the spatial structures preservation of the estimated
image. The higher the SSIM, the better the spatial structures
preservation.

The fourth index is the erreur relative globale adimension-
nelle de synthèse (ERGAS) [59], defined as

ERGAS(X,	X) = 100

d

�
�
�
 1

S

S


i=1

MSE(Xi ,	Xi )

μ2
	Xi

(16)

where d is the spatial downsampling factor, μ	Xi is the mean
value of 	Xi , and MSE(Xi ,	Xi ) is the mean square error
between Xi and 	Xi . ERGAS reflects the overall quality of the
fused image. A smaller ERGAS value means that the fusion
results are better.
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Fig. 4. (a) Average PSNR curves of Xin as functions of η1. (b) Average PSNR curves of Xfin as functions of η2.

Fig. 5. Average PSNR curves as functions of the spectral bands for the test method. (a) CAVE database. (b) Harvard database.

D. Parameters Selection

In the DHSIS method, two parameters η1 and η2 need
to be set. The regularization parameters η1 are used for the
initialization of the HR-HSI Xin in the optimization problem
(5). The regularization parameters η2 are used for the optimiza-
tion of the final estimated HR-HSI Xcnn in the optimization
problem (12). Therefore, η1 and η2 are highly related to the
quality of Xin and Xfin, respectively. Besides, the related two
optimization problems (5) and (12) are in a similar form,
which lead to solving a Sylvester equation.

Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows the average PSNR of Xin and Xcnn
as functions of η1 and η2, respectively. To ensure that the
optimization problems (5) and (12) have unique solution, η1
and η2 must satisfy η1 > 0 and η2 > 0. As can be seen
from Fig. 4(a), the PSNR of Xin decreases obviously on both
the CAVE database and the Harvard database, as η1 increases.
However, it can be seen from Fig. 4(b), the PSNR does not
change distinctly on both the CAVE database and the Harvard

database, as η2 varies. The reason may be that the differences
between Yup and ground truth X are much bigger than the
differences between Xcnn and ground truth X. Therefore, it is
appropriate to select η1 and η2 as a very small positive number
for the optimization problems (5) and (12). We set η1 = 5 ×
10−4 and η1 = 5 × 10−4 for both the CAVE database and the
Harvard database.

E. Experimental Results

Table I shows the average objective results of testing meth-
ods on 12 recovered HR-HSIs (testing data) of the CAVE
database. The best results are marked in bold for clarity.
As can be seen from Table I, the proposed DHSIS method
performs consistently better than the other compared methods.
Specifically, the advantage of DHSIS is obvious in terms of
PSNR, SAM, SSIM, and ERGAS. In order to further compare
the performance of the test methods in each spectral band,
Fig. 5(a) shows the average PSNR curves as functions of the
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TABLE I

AVERAGE QUANTITATIVE RESULTS (PSNR, SAM, SSIM, ERGAS,
AND RUNNING TIME) OF THE TEST METHODS ON

THE CAVE DATABASE [52]

TABLE II

AVERAGE QUANTITATIVE RESULTS (PSNR, SAM, SSIM, ERGAS,
AND RUNNING TIME) OF THE TEST METHODS ON

THE HARVARD DATABASE [53]

wavelengths of the spectral bands over the CAVE database for
the test methods. As can be seen from Fig. 5(a), the DHSIS
performs the best in the most of spectral bands among the
test methods. Besides, all the test methods perform well in the
middle spectral bands and relatively bad in the first and second
bands. The reason is that there is a blur in these two bands [56].
For visual comparison, we show the reconstructed HR-HSIs
at 12th and 31st bands and corresponding error images of
the competing method for the test image Peppers (an HSI
in the CAVE database) in Fig. 6. The error images reflect the
differences between estimated images and ground truths. Three
meaningful regions of the image are marked for easy visual
comparison. It can be seen from the three marked meaningful
regions and error images that the HR-HSIs reconstructed by
CSU, NSSR, and NLSTF have blur details, stripe artifacts,
and grid artifacts, respectively. The proposed DHSIS approach
performs the best in reconstructing the detailed structures.

The average PSNR, SAM, SSIM, and ERGAS of the testing
methods on 20 recovered HR-HSIs (testing data) of the Har-
vard database are reported in Table II. The proposed DHSIS
method also outperforms other competing methods, as it has
the lowest SAM and ERGAS and has the biggest PSNR and
SSIM. Fig. 5(b) shows the PSNR curves as functions of the
wavelengths of the spectral bands over the Harvard database
for the test methods. As can be seen from Fig. 5(b), the DHSIS
also performs the best in most spectral bands among the
test methods. In Fig. 7, the reconstruction results and the
corresponding error images of testing approaches for image e0
at 30th and 31st bands in the Harvard database are shown. One
meaningful region of each reconstructed HR-HSI is marked.
As can be observed from Fig. 7, the HR-HSIs reconstructed
by CSU, NSSR, and NLSTF have obvious blur and artifacts in
the marked region. The DHSIS can provide the clearest detail
in the marked region.

TABLE III

AVERAGE QUANTITATIVE RESULTS (PSNR, SAM, SSIM, AND ERGAS)
OF YUP , XIN , XCNN , AND XFIN ON THE CAVE DATABASE [52]

TABLE IV

AVERAGE QUANTITATIVE RESULTS (PSNR, SAM, SSIM, AND ERGAS)
OF YUP , XIN , XCNN , AND XFIN ON THE HARVARD DATABASE [53]

F. Running Time

The proposed DHSIS method mainly has three steps,
i.e., initialize the HR-HSI from the fusion framework, learn
the priors via deep CNN-based residual learning, and return
the learned priors into the fusion framework. The first and
third steps solve Sylvester equations of the same form, which
has unique solution, and can be solved analytically and effi-
ciently without any iteration. The second step is CNN-based
residual learning, which is completely feedforward, and can be
processed efficiently. However, other compared methods need
to solve complex optimization problems. All the experiments
are conducted by using the computer with Intel i7-6700
3.4-GHz CPU and 16-GB random access memory. The run-
ning time of test methods on the CAVE database and the
Harvard database is shown in Tables I and II. As can be seen
from Tables I and II, the proposed DHSIS is several times
faster than the other compared methods.

G. Effectiveness of Three Steps in DHSIS

As mentioned in Section IV, the proposed DHSIS method
has three steps, i.e., initialize the HR-HSI from the fusion
framework, learn the priors via deep CNN-based residual
learning, and return the learned priors into the fusion frame-
work. Here, we illustrate the effectiveness of the three
steps from the perspective of objective experimental results,
respectively. Average quantitative results of Yup, Xin, Xcnn,
and Yfin on the CAVE database and the Harvard database are
shown in Tables III and IV, respectively. In the first step,
based on the fusion framework, we acquire the initialized
HR-HSI Xin from Yup produced by bicubic interpolation on
LR-HSI. As can be seen from Tables III and IV, Xin has much
better quantitative results on both the CAVE database and
the Harvard database compared with Yup, which demonstrates
that the initialization can obviously improve the qualities of
input data of CNN. The fusion result produced by CNN Xcnn
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Fig. 6. First row: reconstructed images of Peppers (an HSI in the CAVE database) at 12th band. Second row: corresponding error images of the competing
approaches for the image Peppers at 12th band. Third row: reconstructed images of Peppers at 31st band. Fourth row: corresponding error images of the
competing approaches for the image Peppers at 31st band. (a) CSU [37]. (b) NSSR [1]. (c) NLSTF [42]. (d) DHSIS. (e) Ground truth.

also has obviously better quantitative indexes than the input
of CNN Xin, which illustrates that the priors leaned by deep
CNN-based residual learning are really effective for the fusion.
In the third step, Xcnn is returned to the fusion framework to
reconstruct the final HR-HSI Xfin. Xfin also has a raise in
terms of quantitative results compared with Xcnn. The raise
is relatively obvious in the CAVE database and is sight in
the Harvard database. Therefore, the final optimization with
learned priors is also helpful for the reconstruction.

H. Effectiveness Residual Learning

We use the CNN-based residual learning to learn the priors
of HR-HSI. In specific, we map the input Xin into the residual

TABLE V

AVERAGE QUANTITATIVE RESULTS (PSNR, SAM, SSIM, AND ERGAS)
OF NONRESIDUAL LEARNING (XNFIN ) AND RESIDUAL

LEARNING (XFIN ) ON THE CAVE DATABASE [52]

image Xres, which can boost the learning performance. In order
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the residual learning.
We conduct the experiments of nonresidual learning on the
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Fig. 7. First row: reconstructed images of e0 (an HSI in the Harvard database) at 30th band. Second row: corresponding error images of the competing
approaches for the image e0 at 30th band. Third row: reconstructed images of e0 at 31st band in the Harvard database. Fourth row: corresponding error
images of the competing approaches for the image e0 at 31st band. (a) CSU [37]. (b) NSSR [1]. (c) NLSTF [42]. (d) DHSIS. (e) Ground truth.

CAVE database, which directly maps Xin into the ground
truth image X. The average quality results of residual learning
and nonresidual learning on the CAVE database are shown
in Table V, where Xnfin and Xfin denote the fusion results of
nonresidual learning and residual learning, respectively. As can
be seen from Table V, the performance of residual learning is
better than that of nonresidual learning.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a DHSIS method, which fuses
an LR-HSI with an HR-MSI counterpart to reconstruct an
HR-HSI. In the proposed DHSIS method, instead of using
traditional image priors, we utilize the priors learned by deep
CNN-based residual learning to regularize the fusion problem.

Specifically, in the CNN training process, we first initialize
the HR-HSI from the fusion framework as the input of CNN,
which can not only help the reconstruction but also makes
it convenient for the late residual learning process. Besides,
the learned priors are also returned to the fusion framework
to further improve the performance. Experimental results on
two public HSI databases demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed DSHIS method.

In the future works, the proposed DHSIS method can be
extended in two directions. On one hand, we just utilize
a simple and generally used CNN to learn the priors, and
therefore, it is necessary to discover the CNN with different
architectures, which may improve the performance. On the
other hand, the traditional image priors, such as nonlocal
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spatial similarities, sparse priors, and low-rank priors, can also
be incorporated into the DHSIS method, which may further
improve the performance.
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